Midway West
Minnesota Transfer Railway Historic District: Boundary Delineation

The Minnesota Transfer Railway Roundhouse and Shops (RA-SPC-5620) had been evaluated in 1995 and determined eligible for National Register listing. The Phase II Architectural History Inventory found that the Minnesota Transfer Railway Main Line and Yard A (RA-SPC-6309) and University Avenue Bridge (RA-SPC-6310) are eligible for National Register listing. SHPO requested that the National Register–eligible structures be combined into a National Register–eligible historic district.
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Minnesota Transfer Railway Historic District
This boundary includes the roundhouse and shops, the main tracks, the bridge over University Avenue, Yard A, and the leads extending east and west. USGS Map: St. Paul West Quad 1:24000
Aerial view of what is shown on the previous map. Minnesota Transfer properties are marked in yellow. Photo adapted from Mapquest.